Composer’s programme notes
Earthrise is my second work dealing with the subject of space travel; the first was called
Gagarin written for wind orchestra.
Earthrise is written in one continuous movement but divided in to three sections fastslow-fast. I have tried to capture the excitement and expectation that the Apollo 8 mission
brought to the world. This is reflected in the extreme virtuosic demands put upon the
performers. I have endeavoured in my opening bars to reflect, as a musical portrait, the
description given by the author and aviator Anne Morrow Lindbergh when she witnessed
the launch on 21 December 1968 in Florida.
“Slowly, as in a dream, slowly it seemed to hang suspended on a cloud of fire and smoke.
Then followed the noise - a shattering roar of explosions, a trip-hammer over one’s head,
under one’s feet, through one’s body. The Earth shakes, cars rattle, vibrations beat in the
chest.Aroll of thunder prolonged, prolonged, prolonged.”
After the opening section I have emulated the speed and power of Apollo 8’s Saturn V
rocket, using the Earth's gravitational force to catapult it towards the Moon. Preceding
the central section of Earthrise is a large scale multilayered cadenza featuring most
instruments in the band in free time floating bars and portraying the astronauts floating
on the dark side of the Moon. The cadenza acts as a prelude to the kernel of the work, the
moment when Earth comes into view as the only coloured object in our monochrome
universe. The final section of the work paints a picture of Apollo 8 hurtling back to Earth
at an incredible 25,000 miles per hour on its quarter of a million mile journey, hitting
Earth’s narrow atmospheric corridor and finally splashing down in the Pacific.
The various moods of Earthrise are reflected and captured in a specially commissioned
poem of the same name by Martin Westlake to accompany this score.
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